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22 6.0 Orientation & Installation The Stratos-Micra 100 detector cannot be installed upside down if the sensor is to measure heat radiation.
This can be verified by the fact that the detector, when attached in the correct orientation, will create an air flow at a temperature which is
significantly higher than when the detector is installed upside down. Page 23 27 8.0 Sampling Pipe System When designing a smoke testing

installation with Stratos-Micra 100 you should ensure that the sampling pipe exhaust outlet is vented outside. This is not possible in all
locations. A suitable position for this is on the rear of the building where there is a reasonably good flow of cooling air. It is important to note

that a sampling pipe must be completely emptied of air before the pipe is covered with plasterboard or other non-porous material. The
plasterboard or other non-porous material should be chosen so that it is heat resistant. The fire panel can be used to monitor the flow of air
through the sampling pipe and detect which pipe inlets or sample points have become blocked. The system should be designed to read the
flow rates through the sample points manually and this may be done by switching the switch HW1 which turns off the flow meter and the
fire panel signal light. Please note that a low reading means a blocked pipe. A high reading means the fire panel is incorrectly reading the

flow rates through the sampling points. Page 28 28 7.4 Faulting The fire panel should be installed such that the system status LED is facing
away from the fire panel. The fire panel status LED and the alarm LED on the detector communicate via a common low output. A fault in the

fire panel may cause a failure of the fire panel status LED but not the alarm LED. This is because the alarm LED is externally triggered by
the fire panel and so the fire panel is the preferred source of information. In the event of a failure in the fire panel status LED both the alarm

LED and the fire panel status LED should be extinguished. 8.2 Power Supply The Stratus Micra 100 should be provided with a 12 VDC
external power supply. This should have the following connections: 12 V DC - + Ground - - Ground Stratus Micra 100 board - + Trigger Probe
lead 240 V AC supply (optional) - Supply Lead The 240 VAC supply should only be used if the detector is set to provide back-up power to the
detector. 8.3 Manual Operation Using the manual switch located on the back of the detector enable the fire panel status LED and the alarm

LED to illuminate. The fire panel status LED is typically in red and the alarm LED is typically amber. Once the detector has been set up, a fire
can be defined by the fire panel status LED and the alarm LED illuminating together. Once the fire is defined the fire panel status LED and

the alarm LED will change to a different combination of colours to indicate the fire has been extinguished. A typical fire panel status (colour)
sequence is illustrated below.
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37 9.1 Avoiding a fire Introduction to the Stratos-Micra
100 and the Add-On Pak Firing can be dangerous. To

avoid getting burnt, it is recommended that when using a
Stratos-Micra 25 in a building, the following should be

observed: Never fire a Stratos-Micra 25 on top of
combustible material or insulation. If this can not be

avoided, then use high chemical or explosive fire
retardants around the area to contain any fire. The fire

protection performance of stratosphere protection
systems and add-on paks is based on these principles.

The relative fire-resistance class is 3rd listed. Fire
resistance ratings are based on UL 94V-0. You can obtain

a copy of the product ratings from your local
Hammarlund distributor or from our technical support
service at. Please do not rely solely on advice from the

suppliers or manufacturers of these products in
assessing the safety of an installation. 9.2 Not an expert
user Software issues It is important to be aware of some
software features that may affect the operation of the

interface. On the main PCB are two DIP switches labelled
S1 and S2. If these are set to the ON position, the

detector will be powered up and ready for use. If S1 is
set to the OFF position, then the detector will remain
powered down and the unit is not ready for use, as no

stimuli can be delivered to the unit to make it respond. A
single coil lens shutter will open when the S1 switch is

set to the ON position. This function does not work if the
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SenseNet loop is powered up. In the case of a flashing
illuminated dome, this function will cause the flash rate
to change as the S1 switch is toggled between the OFF

and ON positions. As the S1 switch is set to the OFF
position, the detectors will count flashes at a standard

rate of 10Hz. As the S1 switch is toggled to the ON
position, a percentage of the previous 10Hz count rate

will be delivered as flashes. The percentage delivered as
flashes is 0, 1, 2,..., 50 per second. This function is

designed to allow you to calibrate the detectors for the
number of flashes per second of 10Hz delivered. As this
delivers a percentage of the 10Hz flashes, no flashing of
the dome will occur. This can be useful if you are setting

up an alarm system and are recording the number of
flashes. The system will record and recognise the

number of flashes and can then deliver that value when
you receive a second set of stimuli. The value returned in

this case is the number of 10Hz flashes received in the
last 10 seconds (the same time interval used for

counting by the Stratos-Micra 100/25). 5ec8ef588b
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